RDS-Tools Product Line

"Must-have" Tools for RDS Administrators
Straightforward solutions to enhance Remote Desktop Services
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Simple and Powerful Tools for
RDS and TS Servers
In today's connected world, it becomes mandatory to possess the right tools to
enhance the ease of access and the security of your servers. Solutions to extend their
possibilities are also at hand.
With the emergence of DSL, cable, and fiber optic Internet communications, anyone can
publish Windows applications and web-enable them to share legacy resources across their
internal LAN or throughout the world via the web. RDS-Tools provides the easiest-to-use and
most cost-effective tools available to assist you in this task.
After years of investment in R&D, the RDS-Tools Development Team is proud to offer four
brand new technologies which will revolutionize your Remote Desktop and Terminal Services
usage. With RDS-Tools, you possess the best and easy-to-use solutions to efficiently deploy
the ever-increasing power of today’s Microsoft Windows systems.
RDS-Tools provides the "Must Have" Microsoft Windows system companion toolbox:
Discover 3 Remote Desktop server-based products to ease the access and the security of
your Windows servers.
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RDS-WebAccess
Access your applications on your favorite web browser,
from any device
With the emergence of DSL, cable, and fiber optic Internet communications, anyone
can publish Windows applications and web-enable them to share legacy resources across
their internal LAN or throughout the world via the web. Also, with the powerful rise of BYOD
and remote working, it becomes mandatory to access your Remote Desktop from any device
(Laptop, Chromebook, IPAD, Macbook, Surface…).

The easy-to use AdminTool
RDS-Tools provides the easiest-to-use and most cost-effective tool available to assist
you in this task. With RDS-WebAccess, you can run any Windows applications that simply
don’t exist on any app stores on your tablets. This is the most cost-effective and easy-to-use
HTML5 solution to access your applications from everywhere and from any device.
RDS-WebAccess allows you to access your PC or your RDS/TSE server to open your Desktop
from anywhere in the world, using the device of your preference. Users will have a full
Remote Desktop Experience by listening to the sound that plays on the remote machine in
real-time, exchanging files between the remote machine and the portable device and even
printing from the remote host to the local device.
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Convert any web browser into a Remote Desktop client
RDS-WebAccess is a clientless remote
desktop
solution.
We
call
it
clientless because no plugin or client
software are required.
RDS-WebAccess is a pure web solution
and does not require Flash, Java, ActiveX,
Silverlight or any other setup on the enduser side. Once this software is installed
on your PC or RDS server, all you need to
access your desktop is a web browser.

Solution for the Bring–Your–Own–Device era
Embrace BYOD – minimize IT hassles and help desk support load. Take advantage of RDSWebAccess features and secure, anywhere, any device connectivity and access-management
solutions.
With RDS-WebAccess, you will leverage the
advanced features of HTML5 to quickly and
easily turn any HTML5-compatible browser
or device into an enhanced RDP Client.
Instantly connect to Windows desktops and
applications, from iPad, iPhone, Android
devices, computers running Windows, Mac
OS X, Linux, Chrome OS, and even from
locked-down work stations – without
installing Flash, Java or any other software
on the end-user device. That means zero
client maintenance !

Access and manage your applications with the HTML5 Top Menu
With RDS-WebAccess HTML5 top menu, add,
edit or remove applications which will appear
at the top of your webpage.
Easily share files from your Remote Desktop to
the Server and vice-versa.
Easily print from a remote location thanks to
the Universal Printer.
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Fully secured and customizable Web Portal
The Web Access Portal provides a secure,
managed and accelerated access from
local and any remote servers location, to
text or graphics-rich Windows applications
and to Windows desktops.

You can easily customize it with different
themes, various background images, your
own
images
or
logos…
Access
it securely, thanks to SSL encryptions. Use
any device such as your Chromebook,
Android tablet, iPad, iPhone or
smartphone to connect to your PC
or your remote computers from
anywhere and you will have access
to all programs, documents, files,
and network resources as if you
were in front of the host PC.
All you need is
compatible browser.

an

HTML5

RDS-WebAccess grants access to
your desktop running on Remote
Desktop
Services
(Windows
Terminal Services and/or Remote
Desktop Services on PCs).

RDS-WebAccess features in a nutshell
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Full web remote desktop
Convert any web browser into a Remote Desktop client
HTML5 technology
Advanced file transfer and drag-and-drop support
Universal Printing
Built-in java based webserver (unlimited number of users)

RDS-WebAccess is compatible with Windows Server 2003, Windows
Server 2008/2008 R2 and Windows Server 2012/ 2012 R2 (32 and 64 bits).
Try it now! RDS-WebAccess is the most cost-effective and easy-to-use
solution to remotely connect to your server from any device, including
mobiles, tablets and computers.

Download a free trial
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RDS-Knight
The right weapon against cyber-criminals
Most organizations assume that the hackers who threaten them will be motivated by
the value of the information the company uses to provide its services. The truth is that cyber
criminals don’t necessarily care about the value of corporate, personal and/or financial data.
Many attacks are perpetrated on systems because there’s value in the processing power of
the systems themselves.
As Windows infrastructures grow and evolve, it gets more and more difficult for security
experts to see all the endpoints in their architecture. And you need to know your Remote
Desktop vulnerabilities to mitigate your risk.
RDS-Knight approach combines advanced technology, the latest lessons and insights our
elite team of Remote Desktop cyber security specialists bring back from real-world missions.
RDS-Knight is available in two editions:

RDS-Knight Security Essentials is the best
package to keep your Remote Desktop
connection safe, with powerful protection
features. It is the low-cost security solution
you can even apply to all W7/W10 Pro RDP
accesses.

RDS-Knight Ultimate Protection is the
security tool every Windows Server
administrator “Must Have”: it provides all
that you need to effectively protect your
users’ environments and prohibit malicious
actions.

RDS-Knight is the easiest-to-use solution to secure the Users Remote Desktop
environment.
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RDS-Knight provides 5 major protections
Geo-Restriction for RDP
Your users are located in Germany,
France, Italy and USA offices. Why anyone
should be able to open a session from
China, India or Iran?
In a snap with RDS-Knight, protect your
RDS servers from any hackers trying to
open
a
session
from
foreign
countries. This is extremely simple and so
powerful. Just do it!
This feature is included in RDS-Knight
Security Essentials.

Protect your servers at night
Of course, your users should be
free to connect and to work when they are
at their desks. However, why would they
be allowed to open a session at midnight?
With RDS-Knight, you can specify the
working time of the day when each of
your user or group are allowed to open
sessions. More, you will be able to specify
their time zone and that could be
important for your office in UK! It is then
easy and amazingly nice to enhance your
security policies.

This feature is included in RDS-Knight
Security Essentials.

Block brute-force attacks

This feature is included in RDS-Knight
Security Essentials.
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If your Windows server is publicly
available on Internet, then there is a 100%
probability that
hackers, network
scanners and brute-force robots are
trying to guess your Administrator login
and password, while you are reading this.
Not only this is bad for your server’s
security, but it can also consume a lot of
its resources! Stop the constant attacks
right now with RDS-Knight brute-force
attacks defender. It will instantly protect
your server by monitoring Windows failed
login attempts and automatically blacklist
the offending IP addresses after several
failures. Moreover, you can of course
configure it to match your needs.
www.rds-tools.com

One Click to Set User Rights Policies
Windows systems are providing
too many features and only few experts
are able to properly manage this kind of
complexity. Most of us are not skilled
enough to set up security rules and to hide
Windows features from users’ Remote
Desktops. Like a dream, RDS-Knight will
enforce for you the security level you
want on your RDS server. And the best is
that you can do it “user per user”, or per
group. As soon as you apply it, even
connected users benefit from a secured
profile environment.

Endpoint Protection and Device Control
In this
BYOD era, where
technology allow users to connect and
work with their own device, you need to
be sure that every device can be
controlled and kept safe. Thanks to RDSKnight, you can either chose to allow your
user to use any device, or just allow
him/her an access with a specific
device by entering its name. It then will be
checked by the endpoint protection and a
logon from any invalid device will
therefore be blocked.

RDS-Knight features in a nutshell
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Prevent foreigners to open a session.
Prevent users to connect at night.
Avoid brute-force attacks.
Protect users profile.
Prohibit connection from non-authorized device.

RDS-Knight is compatible with Windows Server 2008 / 2008 R2, Windows
Server 2012 / 2012 R2 and Windows Server 2016. (64 bit editions).
Try it now! RDS-Knight will be your secret weapon. Easy-to-use, it will
fullfill your expectations to protect your RDS servers against hackers.

Download a free trial
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Server Genius
Monitoring your servers has never been so easy!
Start using Server Genius today and save your company money by monitoring
applications licensed "by users" and detecting over-licensed applications or even unused
software! Server Genius is the tool you need to optimize your software resources and to
reduce unnecessary costs. It also helps you discovering quick-wins such as moving some
users to an under-used server, and planning on the long-term your IT infrastructure
evolution.

Install it in 30 seconds on your server and get a clear understanding of your
servers’ usage and performance. Monitor multiple servers on one interface!
Without the ability to monitor user activity in real-time, companies will continue to
suffer from undetected user-based threats for extended periods of time. Server Genius
performance and applications analytics instantly alert IT teams to abnormal or suspicious
users activity. Server Genius gives you facts and data about your servers usage (CPU,
Memory, I/O, Disks), applications usage and users on Remote Desktop Services. The Web
interface allows you to get a complete overview of your servers’ activity even from your
tablet or mobile phone!

Monitor the applications usage by duration of use, by users and per server

The disk usage reports display the disk's
used space per server
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The performance Report displays your
CPU & memory usage per server
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Track users’ data on the Web Interface

Track changes, resources usage and events
with real-time email alerts: don't wait for
your users to complain!

Receive real-time alerts and troubleshoot important issues faster
The performance and usage analytics generated by Server Genius allow alerts to be based
on chosen events that occur during a date-range. These alerts generate emails console
for immediate awareness of the Administrator. Access the reports anywhere anytime with
our user-friendly web application.
➢ Customizable alerts: determine time-ranges and thresholds.
➢ Web interface fully compatible with tablets and Smartphone.

Server Genius features in a nutshell
Server Genius is a complete solution for identifying and managing userbased risks:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Track and audit Remote Desktop accesses
Monitor employee activity on Remote Desktop Servers
Check whether remote users are actively working
Monitor sessions running via RDP
Check users’ time spent on the system via the RDP
Get real-time alerts and give immediate response to the threat

Server Genius is compatible with OSs from Windows XP to Windows
Server 2012 / 2012 R2 (32 and 64 bits).
Start monitoring your Remote Desktop Services server today, try it now!

Download a free trial
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RDS-Tools Prices per Server
RDS-WebAccess
$485/Server
Includes all features
➢ Full web remote desktop
➢ From Firefox, Chrome, IE…
➢ HTML5 technology
➢ Advanced file transfer with drag-and-drop support
➢ Universal Printing
➢ Built-in java-based webserver (unlimited number of users)
Buy now

RDS-Knight
Essentials Edition
$49/Server
Includes 3 Major Protections

RDS-Knight
Ultimate Edtion
$275/Server
Includes All You Need to
Secure RDS

➢ Geo-Restriction for RDP

➢ Geo-Restriction for RDP

➢ Prevent brute-force attacks

➢ Prevent brute-force attacks

➢ Working Hours restriction (for all

➢ Working Hours restriction
➢ One-click to Secure Desktops (per

users)

Users/Groups
➢ Per User Device End-Point protection
Buy now
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RDS-Tools Prices

➢
➢
➢
➢

Server Genius
Essentials Edition

Server Genius
Startup Edition

$89/Server
For One Server

$295
Up to 5 Servers

All the reports on your server
Customizable Alerts
Unlimited number of Users
Unlimited number of Applications

➢
➢
➢
➢

Buy now

➢
➢
➢
➢

All the reports for up to 5 servers
Customizable Alerts
Unlimited number of Users
Unlimited number of Applications

Buy now

Server Genius
Business Edition

Server Genius
Ultimate Edition

$490
Up to 10 Servers

$975
Up to 25 Servers

All the reports for up to 10 servers
Customizable Alerts
Unlimited number of Users
Unlimited number of Applications

Buy now
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➢
➢
➢
➢

All the reports for up to 25 servers
Customizable Alerts
Unlimited number of Users
Unlimited number of Applications

Buy now
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Special RDS-Tools Full Package
Our products are designed to be complementary and compatible with each other.

Benefit from a discount price for all products!
RDS-Tools wants you to have access to the best RDS products at the best possible price.
That is why we are offering you the whole product range in one full package, at a very
affordable price.

•
•
•

Benefit from an easy HTML5 access to your Remote Desktop or Applications
wherever you are, whenever you want with RDS-Web Access.
Protect your RDS connections at all time and prevent any attack from inside or
outside your RDS servers with RDS-Knight.
Get detailed reports, check data and graphics about your RDS connections and
servers situation and stay aware of any change or fail over with Server Genius.

The “TOOLBOX” for your RDS Servers

$550
Discounted “all-in-one” package including the 3 RDS-Tools
products you must have!
•

➢ RDS-Knight Ultimate Protection (one server)
➢ RDS-WebAccess (one server)
➢ Server Genius Startup Edition (up to 5 servers)

Buy now
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More about these brand-new products
You can download the 15-days trial version of all these new products for free on our
website.

Visit our website: rds-tools.com

If you want to buy 10 licenses or more, we can provide you with a Company License.
It allows you to install the software with automatic license activation and without the need
to purchase a copy for each computer.
For further technical information, licensing information or any other sales inquiries, please
contact us at sales@rds-tools.com .
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